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Tools that can help you to maintain personal privacy  

 
As awesome as the internet is, it might also be the biggest threat to personal 
privacy the world has ever known. But even though it's tough to guarantee 
total privacy in a connected world, a number of tools can help you to maintain 
some degree of personal privacy. This article discusses five such utilities. 

1: Blur 

Blur is designed to prevent Web tracking. It also protects your privacy in other 
ways, such as email masking and password encryption. If this sounds familiar, 
it could be because Blur has been around for a while -- but was formerly 
known as DoNotTrackMe. The software installs a small add-on for your 
browser, but the actual configuration is performed through a Web interface. 
The free version can block trackers, manage your passwords, auto-fill Web 
forms, and mask email. The Premium version ($39/year or $59/two years) 
adds credit card and phone masking, along with backup and sync. 

 

Blur is available for Firefox, Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari, and Opera. 

2: Adblock 

Adblock is a free utility that blocks internet advertising. Although online ads 
might seem like more of an annoyance than a threat to privacy, there have 
been documented instances of ads containing malicious code. Adblock is a 
simple browser add-on and works without your having to do anything. 
However, you can disable Adblock for certain websites if you would prefer to 
see the ads on them. 
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3: Web of Trust 

Web of Trust is a free tool that is both simple and useful. The browser add-
on displays a colored icon indicating the perceived safety level of the site 
you are visiting. The software also allows you to rate sites yourself, which is 
useful since the site ratings are based on community consensus.  

Adblock is a simple browser add-on and works without your having to do 
anything. However, you can disable Adblock for certain websites if you'd 
prefer to see the ads on them. 

 

Adblock is available for Firefox, Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari, and 
Opera. 

4. CyberScrub Privacy Suite 

CyberScrub Privacy Suite is designed to help you to cover your tracks after 
browsing questionable Web sites. Although it is easy to clear the browser 
cache without any additional software, CyberScrub Privacy Suite performs a 
secure delete that conforms to United States Department of Defense 
standards. It also removes evidence from locations such as the Windows 
pagefile, temp files, and Index.dat. CyberScrub is even application aware and 
can remove evidence from a variety of browsers, applications, email and 
newsreaders, and peer-to-peer programs. 

 
 

CyberScrub Privacy Suite sells for $59.95, but a free 15-day trial is available 
for download. 
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Chinese government linked to largest DDoS attack in GitHub history 

 

GitHub was the victim of a DDoS attack for six days in March 2015. In this article 

we will have a look at how the attack was orchestrated, and why GitHub might 

have been targeted by the Chinese government. 

On March 26, 2015, a very well-coordinated distributed denial of service (DDoS) 

attack was waged on GitHub, the heir apparent to the now-closing Google Code. 

GitHub characterized this as the largest DDoS in its history. 

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EEF) and security researchers Netresec name 
the Chinese government as the culprits of the attack, which lasted until March 
31, 2015. Here's an overview of why the cloud-based git repository host was 
targeted. 
Deconstruction of the DDoS attack 
The nature of this DDoS attack is very involved, and the construction of it implies 
Chinese government involvement. This attack is orchestrated as a man-on-the-
side attack, in which users outside of China who view Chinese language websites 
that utilize the Baidu Analytics user tracking package (comparable to Google 
Analytics) would -- in the course of a normal page view -- load the JavaScript file 
that allows for user tracking. This attack replaces that JavaScript file with a 
different, obfuscated JavaScript file, which instructs the user's browser to 
endlessly reload two specific project pages at GitHub.  
The two project pages in question are for GreatFire, an organization that 
leverages cloud providers in the US to allow users to circumvent the Great 
Firewall of China, and a Chinese-language edition of The New York Times. The 
means by which this man-on-the-side attack was constructed requires network 
access at a depth that the Chinese government clearly possesses, and regularly 
exerts control over.  
Why this attack was possible 
According to the EFF, the attack vector exists because the traffic to Baidu 
Analytics is not encrypted by default, which allows for the swap of the legitimate 
analytics script for the attack script, though they note that encryption is not a 
perfect solution to the issue. Organizations such as Baidu could be forced by the 
Chinese government to disclose the keys for use in the attack.  
Not GitHub's first time being a target of government censorship  
The entire GitHub site was blocked by the Chinese government in January 2013; 
this measure was decried as "unjustifiable" by the former head of Google in 
China, Kai-Fu Lee, who indicated that the measure "will only derail the nation's 
programmers from the world, while bringing about a loss in competitiveness and 
insight." Naturally, as the largest git repository host, the ability to utilize 
published open-source code is vital to learning and understanding the intricacies 
of programming.  

 

http://www.google.co.in/imgres?imgurl=http://www.theinquirer.net/IMG/777/268777/ddos-attack.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2349403/evernote-and-deezer-fess-up-to-ddos-attacks&h=1307&w=1969&tbnid=rW25Ml67-F6zuM:&zoom=1&docid=2Pp_sQqMmIw0SM&hl=en&ei=ja4jVYypD4L_ugSx_oGwCg&tbm=isch&ved=0CF8QMygkMCQ
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Special Session on “Preparing Students for the Successful Transition into 

Workplace” by Mr. Ron McLuckie, CEO, WIAL 

  
Department of I.T organized one invited talk-cum-workshop by famous Action Learning Coach & 
Expert, Mr. Ron McLuckie, CEO,WIAL on 12th March, 2015. Mr. McLuckie is credited for creating 
and promoting the concept of Action Learning for solving critical business and problems. Mr. Ron 
McLuckie took session on “Transformation from Class to Corporate & Startups”. In his address, he 
explained work based learning & action based learning and the underlying mechanism to deal with 
them. Mr. McLuckie explained very lucidly the concept of experiential learning. He further provided 
a detailed insight of how to improve individual & team performance. On this day, two workshops 
separately for faculty members and for students of MCA IV semester were conducted, wherein 
participants were advised to be focused on specific problems so that best possible solution may be 
agreed upon after brainstorming deliberations.  
 

Special Session on ““Software Release Management & Software Coverage using 
Nature Inspired Techniques” by Dr. P.R. Srivastava, IIM, Rohtak for MCA students 

 

Department of I.T organized an invited talk by well 
established researcher in the field of Software Testing, Dr. 
P.R. Srivastava, IIM Rohtak, was organized on 13th March, 
2015, at I.T.S, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad. In this session, Dr. 
P.R. Srivastava delivered talk on “Software Release 
Management & Software Coverage using Nature Inspired 
Techniques". In his address, he explained about software 
development projects. He explained innovative software 

Happenings @ Department of I.T in the month of March, 2015 
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development 

 

approaches are of vital importance for large software projects. He discussed that in order to gain 
higher software standards and efficiency, software process adaptation must be derived from social 
behaviour, planning, strategy, intelligent computing, etc. There is a need to concentrate on all 
aspects of computational science and engineering, highlighting computational methods and 
techniques for science and engineering applications in the software development process. 

This event was in the series of Invited talks by national speakers of repute by Dept of I.T of the 
institute with an objective to provide the detailed insight of the theme to the upcoming and 
working professionals/students/researchers about the technological, research and allied issues and 
experience sharing by leading experts and professionals.  

 

Once again MCA Alumni conducted workshop for MCA Students on “Android 

Application Development” 

   
 
 
Skill Development Cell of Department of I.T conducted one day Workshop on “Android Application 
Development” on 14th March, 2015. MCA alumni Mr. Manoj Kumar (Batch 2000- 2003), Associate 
Technical Architect, Ebix Software India Pvt. Ltd. & Mr. Anuj Kumar Jain, Database Lead ,TCS, Mr. 
Vijay Rastogi, Sisoft Group, Ms. Sunita Rautela along with I.T Faculties, Dr. Rabins Porwal, Prof. 
Abhay Kumar Ray and Prof. Rakesh Roshan were the key resource persons of this workshop. 
This workshop was focused towards making students aware of & sharpening their skills in Android 
application development including key concepts, SQLite, accessing the internal features of Android 
phone using intent, working with Android virtual machine, and use of animation in Android 
applications. At the end of this workshop, an on-the-spot Android Application Development 
contest   was also organized to test their skills of solving varied problems with analytical and 
technical expertise.  
First Prize was bagged by Sachin Kumar while second & Third prize was won by Nikhil Kumar  and 
Ritendra Mall   from MCA Second year. 

Happenings @ Department of I.T in the month of March, 2015 
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Workshop on “CYBER SECURITY” in association with U.P.T.U, Lucknow and 

Innovative Ideas InfoTech, Banglore for MCA and MBA students 

  
Department of I.T organized two days workshop on “CYBER SECURITY” in association with Uttar 
Pradesh Technical University, Lucknow and Innovative Ideas InfoTech, Banglore. Mr. Abhilash, 
Innovative Ideas InfoTech, Banglore was the trainer of this workshop.  The Inaugural session was 
attended by Dr. Sunil Kr. Pandey, Director(IT), Prof. Puja Dhar, Coordinator-MCA Programme, 
Prof. Nitin Saxena, Coordinator- MBA Programme, Mr. Abhilash, Innovative Ideas                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
InfoTech and Faculty members of Department of I.T. This workshop was conducted for the 
students of MCA and MBA. The main objective of this workshop was to make students aware of 
cyber crime. This workshop included all the latest cyber crimes going on around us like ATM Card 
Fraud, ATM Cloning, SMS Spoofing, Call Spoofing, Facebook Hacking etc.  
The first day of this workshop was free of cost for all. The session was from the side of NGO 
Innovative Ideas to promote the cyber awareness among the people of the country. 
Second day of the workshop was of Rs.600/- each for the interested students. 80 students 
participated on the second day. It included the practical session on different applications which 
are used to be aware about different cyber crimes. The workshop was concluded by the 
certificate distribution by Dr. Sunil Kumar Pandey, Director(IT) and Mr. Abhilash, Innovative Ideas 
InfoTech, Banglore 

SAMVAD, a group discussion initiative by Department of I.T for MCA students 

  

To inculcate the habbit of speaking & expressing the 

thought process in an efficient way, an initiative of 

Department of I.T, namely SAMVAD has been taken. 

The activity aims at creating a forum for organizing 

thought process, sharing & debating on the themes 

convincingly so that overall communication & 

presentation skill improves. 
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PARAMARSH-2015, a career-counseling session for BCA students of  

I.T.S-UG campus 

 

   
 

Department of I.T conducted the first session of PARAMARSH-2015, a career counseling-cum-
experience sharing session on 21st, March 2015. The objective of this session was an interaction 
amongst 20 students of BCA final year of I.T.S-UG Campus.  
 
MCA alumni Ms. Nidhi Kapoor(MCA-2001),American Express, Mr. Chandra Mani Sharma (MCA-
2009), I.T.S, Mohan Nagar, Ms. Mugdh Bhardwaj, TCS, Ahmedabad (MCA-2014) and Mr. Abhishek 
Aggarwal, IBM, India (MCA-2015) were the expert panelists in this session. The students asked 
various questions regarding career options after BCA including higher education, job, business etc.  
 
The experts responded with various illustrations from their life experiences. Students were 
enlightened to seek the satisfactory pieces of advice on their career from experts.  
 

Congratulations to our Shining Star of MCA (2011-14) for her placement in TCS 

  Mughdha Bhardwaj 
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Java Club organized “SANRACHNA-2015” for MCA and BCA students 

 

     
An intra-institutional Java Programming Contest “Sanrachna-2015” for MCA IV Semester, BCA IV & 
VI Semester students was organized on 23rd March, 2015. The event was an on the spot Java 
programming contest and had two rounds. The first round was screening round and comprised of 
an online Java quiz test. The next round was the final round which comprised of on-the-spot Java 
programming. Based on the performance of students in this round, the winners of contest were 
shortlisted. At the end of contest winners were awarded with trophies and certificates. 
 

 
 

          Date 
of  Visit 

Place of 
Visit 

Theme Participant Remarks 

24th March, 
2015  

AKGIM, 
Ghaziabad  

Poster Making 
Competition 

Devansh Tyagi 
Nikhil 

Certificate, Leather  
Bag,                                                                         
Cash Prize of Rs. 
3000/- 

24th March, 
2015 

AKGIM, 
Ghaziabad 

Debate Competition Anubhav  Tyagi 
Mitali 

Certificate, Leather  
Bag,                                                                         
Cash Prize of Rs. 
3000/- 

 
  

Student Participation in External Events 
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Congratulations to our Shinning Stars of MCA (2013-15) for their 
placement in globally renowned I.T companies! 

 

                               
  Abhishek Aggarwal                   Gautam Baggha                         Yash Mendiratta 
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VIBRANCE, an e-magazine is just a compilation of news, articles from various sources like websites, journals, news 

papers and magazines and hence no personal analysis is being done by the members. Editors would not be responsible 

for any undertakings. 

Announcement and Contact Details 

VIBRANCE is an E-magazine of Department of I.T, I.T.S, Ghaziabad. We look forward to the 

contribution from our students, alumni, faculty members and industry experts. 

Contributors are advised to send their contribution to our editorial team at: 
Faculty Advisor: 

Prof. Puja Dhar    pujadhar@its.edu.in   

Student Editors: 
Atul Rai-MCA-2nd yr.  atulrai.lt2014@its.edu.in  
Rahul Pant- MCA- 2nd yr.  rahulpant.lt2014@its.edu.in  

 
 
 


